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DISCOVER:: How to Take Breath Taking Photos Every timeA Complete Guide to Go from Newbie

to Pro!This book is intended for photo enthusiasts and beginners in photography who wish to

understand and learn the basics of photography â€“ both the science and the art of it! The book-

â€˜Photography for Beginnersâ€™â€™ provides a comprehensive seven step methodology to

achieving great pictures. It ensures that you familiarize yourself with your camera and fully

understand it. It also takes you through the technical jargons of photography and tries to explain

these to you in simple layman language. There are a number of tips and techniques that can help

you get the best out of your pictures â€“ could be creating impact through lines or balance or using

light to your advantage â€“ the book tells you how you can use each of these features in order to

draw maximum benefits and create impactful photos. Photography in itself is an exciting passion. It

is so much fun! Capture the Beautiful Moments, One Photo at a TimeThe intention of this book is to

teach you just enough so that you can get out there shooting instead of getting bogged down by

useless details. And though this is not a science book, I encourage you to experiment. The last

chapter of the book provides some great tips on how you can improve your photography skills day

on day plus there is a bonus chapter on clicking great pictures with your cellphone! Finally, follow

the tips in the book, experiment and donâ€™t be afraid to fall! That way you will truly master the art

and science of photography! Download:: PHOTOGRAPHY to learn about â€¦.. * A Picture Is Worth A

Thousand Words! * Step One: Itâ€™s The Photographer! * Step Two: Understanding Your Camera *

Step Three: Understanding Exposure or Shall We Say the Technical Stuff? * Step Four: Creating

Images of Impact * Step Five: Using Natural Light to Your Advantage (The Art of Clicking Great

Landscapes) * Step Six: Making Your Subjects Appear Their Best (The Art of Clicking Great

Portraits) * Step Seven: Avoiding the Common DSLR Mistakes * Bonus: Taking Better Pictures with

Your Cell PhoneWant to Know More?Download Your Copy Right Now!Just Scroll to the top of the

page and select the Buy Button. â€”â€”â€”â€”â€”TAGS: photography, photography books,

photography for beginners, digital photography, photography business, photography basics,

photography guide
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I love photography, but I don't take the best pictures. I got this book to help when I go out and take

pictures of things I want to remember forever. This book is great. The author has done a wonderful

job with this book, he has pictures in the book showing you exactly what the picture will look like

when you go through the steps written in the book. I like how there are different types of cameras

listed in the book on what to get. This is a great book and I highly recommend it!

A quick overview of "basics" for the beginner. Each chapter is succinct and designed to acquaint

you with the topic, not to master the topic. It was what I needed, but I am sure the more experienced

photographer would benefit very much. I would recommend it for the beginner.

Received this book on time and have done just a bit of reading. The good news: it seems to be

down to earth and fairly easy to understand; however I do have some constructive criticism. First of

all, while the cover is of a high print quality the quality of it's pages is very poor. Secondly while it is

only about 18 pages long the pages are not numbered and neither is the table of contents, making it

a bit difficult to go to specific topics.I don't have a DSLR or a simple point-and-shoot digital camera,

mine is like a lot of others with many of the features of a DSLR but without the ability to change

lenses. I think that this book (more like a booklet) will be of help once I have the time to spend

getting into it.

This book really helps me focus, in more ways an one. Always love pictures because you never



know what can develop for you. I wish he would talk more about each lens; however, the book is

super. Please read this book before you press snap. Remember, smile for the camera.

If you are wanting to learn how to take photos professionally, then this guide is for you. We all like to

take photos to capture nice memories, so why not learn to make the pictures the best possible?

Highly recommend it

Pictures in the book would be useful to clearly explain the do's and dont's of photography. Whether

they are the author's own photo's or not, visual examples would be helpful.

This is the barest overview, just enough to introduce the concepts.Each chapter in this book would

serve as an introduction to a chapter in a more comprehensive book. I really have to say, buy the

bigger book.

At first it was hard to deal with the overly folksy/cutesy tone. But after the first few pages the author

calmed down a little. For free, it was worth a few minutes for a slightly

more-than-beginning-photographer to quickly read through the short pamphlet to get a few tips that

you may not have gleaned from other sources. Concepts were quickly summarized - sometimes too

quickly for a complete beginner. A photographer with even a little experience would not find much

useful.
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